
Introducing Pearson Connexus – Video 
 
When it comes to learning, there's no one ideal way to get from a to b.  
 
Every learner has different needs, and those needs keep on changing.  
 
And today, with the unprecedented choices that blended and online learning are 
opening up, sometimes it can be hard to know which path best suits each student.  
 
Meanwhile, while your learners' needs are growing, your resources aren't.  
 
Pearson Connexus is a state-of-the-art learning solution that's comprehensive, 
interactive, and customizable.  
 
More than just tech and content, it's about meeting your students and teachers where 
they are and charting a course for each of them from there.  
 
So, wherever your school or district is at in the journey toward personalizing learning, 
you can hand-pick from its huge range of content and services to tailor an integrated 
and affordable learning environment that's ready to meet each student where they are 
and grow with them.  
 
Created for all learners in grades K through 12, Pearson Connexus means you can give 
students more opportunities than ever before, and with options of different course levels 
and learning pathways, and instructional services, like on-demand tutoring, they can 
really take control, learn their way, and be more successful both in school and beyond.  
 
Pearson Connexus diverse ongoing services, like planning and tech support, program 
management guidance, and professional development, makes your teachers have all 
the help they need, can better target their classroom interaction, and keep inspired and 
growing too.  
 
And for administrators, Pearson Connexus offers help, in figuring out what services will 
best match your needs, then rolling out and managing each custom learning 
environment. 
 
So, our experts become your responsive, trusted partners, in bringing your vision for 
next-level learning to life. 
 
Moving you from where you are to where you want to be.  
 
Your way.  
 
Pearson Connexus for where you are and where you are going. 
 


